3.5 METER 1" LL CHAIN

1" SAS
5 TON SWIVEL
1" SAS
.5 METER 1" LL CHAIN
1" SAS WITH THIMBLE BUSHING

330 METERS 1" NYLON ROPE (APPROX.)
1" TO 7/8" NYLON SPLICE

425 METERS 7/8" NYLON ROPE (APPROX.)

7/8" TO 3/4" NYLON SPLICE

550 METERS 3/4" NYLON ROPE (APPROX.)

5/8" SAS

1/2" LL CHAIN

4M - 1/2" LL CHAIN

5/8" SAS
3/4" SLING LINK
5/8" SAS

1M - 1/2" LL CHAIN

5/8" SAS

0.5M - 1/2" LL CHAIN

6850# ANCHOR

13 METERS HARDWARE
USE ONLY MILD STEEL COTTERS